Economic Resilience and Interconnectedness

November 11-12, 2022

Conference to be held at the Tepper School of Business, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Accepted papers and comments will be published in the July 2023 issue of the Journal of Monetary Economics.

Preliminary Schedule

**Friday, November 11, 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30 – 10:45 am | Business Cycle Asymmetry and Input-Output Structure: The Role of Firm-to-Firm Networks  
Authors: Jorge Miranda-Pinto (Central Bank of Chile), Alvaro Silva (University of Maryland), Eric R. Young (University of Virginia)  
Discussant: Saki Bigio (UCLA) |
| 11 am – 12:15 pm | Propagation of Shocks in An Input-Output Economy: Evidence From Disaggregated Prices  
Authors: Shaowen Luo (Virginia Tech), Daniel Villar (Federal Reserve Board of Governors)  
Discussant: Hassan Afrouzi (Columbia University) |
| 12:30 – 1:30 pm | Lunch                                                                    |
| 1:30 – 2:45 pm | Stress Relief?: Financial Structures and Resilience to the Covid Shock  
Authors: Kristin Forbes (MIT Sloan, NBER, and CEPR), Christian Friedrich (Bank of Canada and CEPR), Dennis Reinhardt (Bank of England)  
Discussant: Bernard Herskovic (UCLA) |
| 3 – 4:15 pm    | Information Frictions and Real Rigidities in Production Networks  
Authors: Thomas Pellet (Northwestern University), Alireza Tahbaz-Salehi (Northwestern University and CEPR)  
Discussant: Luigi Iovino (Bocconi University) |
## Preliminary Schedule (Cont’d)

**Saturday, November 12, 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30 – 10:45 am  | **Coordinated Firm-Level Work Processes and Macroeconomic Resilience**  
  *Authors:* Moritz Kuhn (University of Bonn), Jinfeng Luo (University of Pennsylvania), Iourii Manovskii (University of Pennsylvania), Xincheng Qiu (University of Pennsylvania)  
  *Discussant:* Benjamin Pugsley (University of Notre Dame) |
| 11 am – 12:15 pm | **Trade and Diffusion of Embodied Technology: An Empirical Analysis**  
  *Authors:* Stephen Ayerst (International Monetary Fund), Faisal Ibrahim (University of Toronto), Gaelan MacKenzie (Bank of Canada), Swapnika Rachapalli (UBC Sauder)  
  *Discussant:* Simone Lenzu (NYU Stern) |
| 12:30 – 1:30 pm  | Lunch and Conclude                                |